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Meeting at a glance
Digital enhancements  | Tips for success
Increasing evidence shows digital enhancements increase the 
reach, impact and comprehension of publications - enhancements 
should be tailored to the manuscript and its audience 

Types of enhancement

Discoverability

Development

Mechanism of action or pharmacokinetic data 
may benefit from a video and audio description

Infographics may be a useful tool 
for displaying survey data or 
prescribing information

While audiences can engage with 
longer audio enhancements, video 
enhancements should be shorter

Consider copyright restrictions for 
enhancements that will be required 

for use across future projects

Provide scripts, outlines and 
storyboards at submission for peer 

review in tandem with manuscripts

Involve members of your target 
audience – e.g. engage patient groups 
for review of patient targeted plain 
language summaries (PLS)

Enhancements can be included in 
publication plans, and developed in 
parallel to manuscript finalisation

Request enhancement 
engagement levels from journals

Consider where the target 
journal displays enhancements

Text enhancements may be more 
searchable than graphics or videos

Audience The audience for PLS must be determined prior to development. Different styles and focus may be needed for patients, non-specialist healthcare professionals, 
payors and the general public



Meeting at a glance
Authors

Meeting at a glance
Patients

Transparency in determining the nature of a substantial contribution is key in 
affirming the credibility and integrity of research articles, and providing uniformity 
across manuscripts and companies

Defining a substantial contribution and 
interpreting ICMJE authorship criterion 1

Authorship vs 
Contributorship 

An increasing focus on the concept of ‘contributorship’ allows appropriate 
acknowledgement of contributions that do not warrant full authorship status 

Piloted by an ISMPP working group, the algorithm: 

Supports and documents decisions on 
what constitutes a substantial contribution

Can be incorporated into the 
publications process to guide transparent, 
consistent authorship decisions 

Provides a flexible, transparent system

Authorship Algorithm tool
Available through ISMPP from Q1 2022

Provide guidance 
on recruitment and 
retention in trials

Patients are increasingly involved at every stage 
of the clinical development pathway:

Propose and confirm unmet needs 
and identify appropriate endpoints

Interpret study findings in a context that 
is relevant to their day-to-day experience 
of a condition and its management

Co-author 
publications

Plan ahead to decide what enhancements are 
most suitable to support patient engagement 

in specific manuscripts, and how to make your 
enhancements accessible and discoverable

Consider how your publication team 
can support and guide patients through 

manuscript development in order to 
maximise collaborations

GPP4 is expected to be presented 
at the ISMPP annual meeting in May, 
and will include further guidance on:

•  Social media and digital
   engagement

•  Digital enhancements

•  Journal selection

•  The role of patients

GPP4 | It’s coming!


